This research has experimentally investigated the influence on vibration characteristics of thin cantilever cylindrical shell (TCS) with hard coating under cantilever boundary condition. Firstly, the theoretical model of TCS with hard coating is established to calculate its natural frequencies and modal shapes so as to roughly understand vibration characteristic of TCS when it is coated with hard coating material. Then, by considering its nonlinear stiffness and damping influences, an experiment system is established to accurately measure vibration parameters of the shell, and the corresponding test methods and identification techniques are also proposed. Finally, based on the measured data, the influences on natural frequencies, modal shapes, damping ratios, and vibration responses of TCS with hard coating are analyzed and discussed in detail. It can be found that hard coating can play an important role in vibration reduction of TCS, and for the most modes of TCS, hard coating will result in the decrease of natural frequencies, but the decreased level is not very big, and its damping effects on the higher frequency range of the shell are weak and ineffective. Therefore, in order to make better use of this coating material, we must carefully choose the concerned antivibration frequency range of the shell; otherwise it may lead to some negative effects.
Introduction
Thin cylindrical shell (TCS) has long been an important structural component due to its high stiffness to weight and strength to weight ratios, which is widely used in the engineering fields, such as aircraft casings, pipes and ducts, rotary drums in granulator, and aircraft engine [1, 2] . TCS is often working in complex-field coupling environment, such as vibration, noise, high temperature, and high-speed flow erosion, which may easily cause high level vibration and fatigue failure and lead to severe security accidents [3] [4] [5] . Therefore, it is of great scientific significance to study how to reduce and suppress the vibration of TCS.
The hard coating is a kind of coating materials prepared by the metal, ceramic, or their mixtures, which is used as surface treatment for antifriction, antierosion, vibration reduction, and other engineering application fields [6] [7] [8] .
In recent years, due to continuous reduced costs and more mature technologies, it has drawn increasingly academic and engineering attention. Usually this damping material is coated on the surface of TCS; through the internal friction of coated particle and interface friction of the coating and metallic substrate, the structural vibration energy is finally transformed into heat energy which will be dissipated in the composite structural system [9, 10] , so that the effect of restraining and reducing vibration of TCS can be realized.
At present, great efforts have been made to study vibration character of thin-walled structures with hard coating, such as beams, plates, and shells including the corresponding modeling and analysis techniques, antivibration design, and evaluation methods. For example, Ivancic et al. [11, 12] measured inherent characteristic of titanium plate coated with magnesium aluminate spinel; they found, compared with the uncoated specimen, frequency response of hard coating composite plate was not symmetric about the resonance frequency, and the resonance frequency decreased as the 2 Shock and Vibration amplitude of the applied force was increased, indicating some characteristics of nonlinear stiffness, and they called this phenomenon "strain softening." Green and Patsias [13] proposed a friction model to calculate the response of a coated beam and the variation of damping effectiveness for several vibration modes, and a range of amplitudes was calculated, which showed this model can capture the behaviors of the test piece well after comparison with experimental results. Jang et al. [14] analyzed the stress distribution of cylindrical shell structure with thermal barrier coating by finite element method. The results showed that the radial stress of the coating decreased with curvature, and the circumferential stress increased at first and then decreased during cooling time. Song et al. [15] studied high order vibration characteristics of rotating thin shells and hard coating damping effects. Transfer matrix method is used to calculate the high order modes and the moving wave characteristics of the shell, and it was observed that high order vibration characteristics of rotating thin shells and hard coating damping material had a more obvious effect on the natural frequency at the high vibration order. Najafov et al. [16] investigated linear and nonlinear vibrations of a truncated conical shell covered with functionally graded coatings, and parametric studies are performed to illustrate the effect of different values of thickness and coating material on the frequency-amplitude relations. Sofiyev [17] investigated the vibration and buckling of cylindrical shells covered by different coatings, such as functionally graded, metal, and ceramic coatings. The equations of motion of such composite shells are deduced by using first-order shear deformation theory, and the influences of the compositional profiles of coatings, the shear stresses, the radius-to-thickness ratio, and so on are discussed in detail.
Besides, many scholars also studied nonlinear vibration analysis methods for composite cylindrical shells, and these analytical techniques can provide important reference for studying vibration characteristics of the shell with coating materials. For example, Li et al. [18] studied the nonlinear vibration of laminated cylindrical shell with initial imperfections by combining higher-order shear deformation theory with Kármán-Donnell-type of kinematic nonlinearity. Singh and Panda [19] investigated the nonlinear vibration behavior of laminated composite shell under uniform temperature load. Ribeiro [20] investigated the nonlinear vibration of thin laminated shell with curvilinear fibers by higher-order shear deformation theory and the p-version finite element method. Mahapatra et al. [21] investigated nonlinear vibration of laminated composite shell under hygrothermal environment by higher-order shear deformation theory and discretized finite element method. Kar and Panda [22] studied geometrical nonlinear vibration behavior of functionally graded spherical shell by using Green-Lagrange nonlinear kinematics in the framework of the higher-order shear deformation theory. Mahapatra and Panda [23] investigated the nonlinear vibration of laminated composite spherical shell by using the midplane kinematics of higher-order shear deformation theory and Green-Lagrange type geometric nonlinearity.
However, most of researches done by the above scholars and researchers are mainly based on theory or simulation, experimental studies on the influence on vibration characteristics of TCS with hard coating are still scarce, and as a lack of the related test conclusion, theoretical analysis result cannot be effectively verified, let alone validating some advanced composite shell theories. Besides, due to the complicated vibrational properties of TCS, such as very closed modes, the small vibration levels and abundant local vibration, especially when the hard coating material is applied on its surface, such composite shell structure is turned into a nonlinear system with variable stiffness and damping under different excitation levels, which would inevitably increase the experimental difficulties. Up until now, either from the perspective of test accuracy, or from the test efficiency, these test problems have not been well solved. In order to meet the needs of engineering applications of such damping material, it is necessary to adopt some experimental techniques to study vibration characteristics of TCS with hard coating.
In this research, the influence on vibration characteristics of thin cylindrical shell with hard coating has been investigated experimentally under cantilever boundary condition. Firstly in Section 2, the theoretical model of TCS with hard coating is established to calculate its natural frequencies and modal shapes to roughly understand vibration characteristic of TCS when it is coated with hard coating material. Then in Section 3 we go on to set up the experiment system to accurately measure vibration parameters of TCS with hard coating. By considering its nonlinear stiffness and damping influences, the experimental test is divided into two phases, that is, Phase I: no coating TCS measurement and Phase II: coated TCS measurement, and the corresponding test methods and identification techniques are also proposed. Next in Section 4, by using the proposed method, such as the smallsegment FFT processing technique, the sliding-envelope method and laser rotating scanning method, natural frequencies, modal shapes, damping ratios, and vibration responses of TCS under coating and no coating states are well measured. Finally in Section 5, based on the accurate measured data, the influence of hard coating on vibration characteristics of cantilever cylindrical shell is analyzed and discussed in detail, and we also compare the calculated frequency results with the measured ones. This research can provide dynamic modeling service for TCS with hard coating, provide experimental test methods to obtain nonlinear vibration parameters with high efficiency and accuracy, and also provide an important reference for analysis and diagnosis of vibration fault of composite TCS.
Vibration Characteristic Analysis of TCS with Hard Coating
In this section, in order to deeply understand vibration characteristic of TCS with hard coating, the natural frequencies and modal shapes of coated TCS are calculate based on the established theoretical model. Although this model can not calculate damping results and also may inevitably contain some calculation errors, it is helpful for us to determine measured frequency range, build experimental model, understand geographic distributions of some nodes or nodal lines, and so forth.
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Clamping-ring Thin cylindrical shell TCS with hard coating Figure 1 : TCS coated with and without hard coating and its clamping-ring used in cantilever boundary condition. 
Research Object.
The TCS studied in this research is made of structural steel with the length of 100 mm and an average thickness of 2 mm, as shown in Figure 1 ; its specific dimension parameters and material parameters are listed in Tables 1  and 2 , respectively. There is the extension edge with 150 mm external radius and 3 mm thickness on this shell which is machined to be clamped by a clamping-ring with eight M8 bolts, so that it can be ensured that the shell is under cantilever boundary condition. Then, we can coat hard coating material onto the outside surface of the shell by plasma spraying technique; the coating is composed of NiCrAlCoY + YSZ with the thickness of about 0.31 mm, and the material parameters are also listed in Table 2 .
Vibration Characteristic Analysis of TCS with Hard
Coating. The theoretical model of TCS with hard coating is shown in Figure 2 , its axial length is L, and , V, are the displacement of any point on the middle surface in the , , direction, respectively. Then, the curvilinear coordinates systemis used in this model, which is located in the center point of restrained end, and some distribution of springs in the clamped end is employed to simulate actual fixed boundary of TCS, whose support stiffness is represented by , V , and in , V, and direction while is the rotation support stiffness. Firstly, according to Kirchhoff-Love assumption, the transverse shear deformation and transverse extrusion deformation can be ignored, and its transverse extrusion stress can also be ignored at the same time. Then, TCS can be regarded as many thin layers which are parallel to the mid-surface, and these thin layers can deform independently yet keep the straight normal characteristic. Thus, the vibration characteristic of whole shell can be studied through the mid-surface deformation and vibration.
The cross section of TCS with hard coating is shown in Figure 3 , and the radius of middle surface is while the thickness of substrate and hard coating is and , respectively. Besides, ℎ 0 represents the distance of middle surface and inside wall of coated TCS, which can be expressed as The strain-displacement relations of TCS with hard coating can be expressed as
where 1 , 2 , and represent the axial strain, tangential strain, and shear strain of any point on the middle surface, respectively. Meanwhile, 1 , 2 , and are the curvature of middle surface of the shell. Assuming that the TCS is under the plane stress state, then on the basis of generalized Hooke law its strain-stress relations can be described as
where
where and represent stress and strain vector; Q is the elastic matrix.
The hard coating and substrate are all isotropic materials, so the elastic matrix of them can be defined as
where is elastic modulus; is Poisson's ratio. For the hard coating, we know that = , = , and for the substrate, = , = should be used. The stress resultants and bending moment resultants of TCS with hard coating can be expressed as
where , , and represent the stress resultants of TCS in the , , direction, respectively, while , , and are the related bending moment resultants.
Substituting (4) into (7), the constitutive equation can be obtained:
where 
where is tension stiffness, is coupling stiffness, and is bending stiffness, , = 1, 2, 6, which have the following form:
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where ℎ 1 represents the distance between the middle surface and the bonding surface of substrate and hard coating, while ℎ 2 is the distance of middle surface and outside wall of coated TCS.
Based on the theoretical model above, the strain energy , kinetic energy , and the elastic potential energy of the spring sp can be expressed as
where and are the density of the substrate and hard coating, respectively.
Assume that, in the , , direction, the displacement of any point of coated TCS on the middle surface can be expressed as
where represents the circumferential waves in direction of coated TCS, is natural frequency and ( ), ( ), and ( ) are modal shape functions in , , direction of coated TCS, which can be expressed as
where, , , and are the shape coefficients; NT represents the sum number in actual calculation. Besides, ( ), V ( ), and ( ) are the displacement admissible functions of any point on the middle surface in the , , direction, and = / . This is because the displacement admissible function can be obtained from the Gram-Schmidt process. When the first polynomial Δ 1 ( ) (Δ = , V, ) are settled, a series of orthogonal polynomial functions can be obtained:
where ( ) is the weighting function. In order to finish the simulation work of cantilever boundary condition of TCS, as seen in Figure 2 , firstly, we simulate the free-free boundary condition
After that, the orthogonal polynomial functions can be settled. And we chose = V = = = 10 7 to simulate actual constraint boundary condition in Figure 3 . Then, substituting displacement equation (16) into strain energy equation (12) , kinetic energy equation (13), and elastic potential energy equation (14) 
According to Rayleigh-Ritz method, the Lagrange function Π can be used to define the difference between the maximum strain energy and the maximum kinetic energy, which can be expressed as
Then, take the partial of shape coefficients , , and of Lagrange function Π and set the value equal to zero; we can get
. . , . Furthermore, the equation which contains the shape coefficients of , , and and the corresponding sum number can reach 3 , which can be expressed as
where X is characteristic vector, having the following form:
Besides, in (24), K, K sp , and M are stiffness matrix, the spring stiffness matrix, and mass matrix of coated TCS, and the dimensions of these matrixes are 3 × 3 , which can be expressed as
It should be noted that each submatrix in the above matrixes is × , and it can be seen in the Appendix. Then, by solving characteristic equation (24), the natural frequencies and characteristic vectors can be obtained. At the same time, substituting the characteristic vector X which is related to any circumferential wave into displacement equation (16), we can obtain the corresponding mode shape results, which are the combination of the circumferential wave and the axial half wave .
Finally, repeat the above steps, and the natural frequencies and mode shapes of cantilever cylindrical shell with and without hard coating can be gradually calculated out based on the self-written Matlab program, which are listed in Table 3 . It can be found from the calculated results in Table 3 that (I) hard coating will result in the decrease of its natural frequencies, but the decreased level is not very big, which is within the range of 0.4%∼1.9%; (II) high order natural frequencies of the shell, for example, the 7th and the 8th natural frequency, basically will not be affected by the hard coating material and the varied frequencies are less than 0.5%; (III) as the hard coating material is very thin, the mode shapes of the shell cannot be easily changed by such coating. It should be noted that due to the complexity of the damping between the coating and the metal substrate of TCS, we do not introduce damping parameters to the established theoretical model, so its vibration response results are not calculated in this section.
Test System and Method of Vibration Characteristics of TCS with Hard Coating
In Section 2, the vibration characteristic of hard coating composite shell is roughly analyzed. But because the nonlinear stiffness and damping characteristics are very complex, which cannot be accurately analyzed by simulation method, it is necessary to employ experimental technique to investigate the influence on vibration characteristics of TCS with hard coating. In this section, an experiment system is firstly established to accurately measure vibration parameters of the shell, and the corresponding test procedures and identification techniques which are suitable for the thin-walled shell with or without hard coating are also proposed.
Test System of Vibration Characteristics of TCS with Hard
Coating. On the one hand, due to light weight, closed modes, low vibration level, and complicated local vibration of TCS, traditional accelerometer will bring added mass and stiffness to the tested shell [24] , which will severely affect the tested frequency and damping results, so laser Doppler vibrometer is used as noncontact response sensor to measure the vibration and frequency information of the shell. On the other hand, different excitation techniques also will result in test error, so the disadvantages of four common vibration excitation devices are compared in Table 4 ; combining the proposed test method in [25] , vibration shaker is finally chosen as excitation source with excitation level being precisely controlled while hammer is used to roughly get natural frequency (which will be described in Section 3.2) by experimental modal test technique. Figure 4 gives the schematic of test system of 
The related force sensor will bring added mass and stiffness to TCS, which will severely affect test results of damping, natural frequency, and so forth.
Piezoelectric ceramic exciter
The excitation energy of piezoelectric ceramic exciter is often insufficient for TCS, which will result in poor response signal with low level of signal noise ratio. ∘ circumferential coverage for the tested shell, so that modal shapes data at certain mode can be obtained efficiently. For random vibration response test, the similar test technique is employed to get circumferential scan data of certain sections of the shell, and the corresponding extracting method is proposed to get the response data of the concerned measuring points (we will describe these test methods in detail in Section 3.2).
Test Method of Vibration Characteristics of TCS with Hard
Coating. In this section, on the basis of considering nonlinear stiffness and damping properties of hard coating, the experimental test is divided into two phases, that is, Phase I: no coating TCS measurement and Phase II: coated TCS measurement, and the corresponding test methods and identification techniques which are suitable for the thin-walled shell with or without hard coating are also proposed, as seen in the following test procedures.
Test Method for Phase I (1) Determine Tightening Torque of TCS under Constraint
Boundary in the Preexperiment. Because natural frequencies, modal shapes, damping ratios, and vibration responses of TCS with or without hard coating are closely related to constraint boundary, in actual test, we must ensure that one end of the tested shell is effectively clamped; to this end, a torque wrench is used to determine the level of tightening torque on the M8 bolts of clamping-ring, as seen in Figure 1 , and the "preexperiment" is adopted to determine the required tightening torque as well as to verify whether or not the tested shell is under fixed constraint boundary. For instance, it should be done at least three times to test natural frequencies, and every time the same level of torque value should be applied on M8 bolts. If test results of the first 3 natural frequencies under three preexperiments are close to each other (for example 1∼3 Hz), we will regard this torque value as the determined tightening torque under fixed constraint boundary. If the differences between each natural frequency are big, more than 5∼20 Hz, we need to increase torque value and to repeat preexperiments several times.
(2) Determine the Numbers and Positions of Vibration Measuring Points. Due to the complicated vibrational properties of TCS, such as the very closed modes, the small vibration levels, and abundant local vibration, it is necessary to select multiple measuring points to finish the experiment. (If only one measuring point is chosen, it is very likely to be assigned to the node or nodal line of the shell, and this will severely affect frequency, damping, and response test results.) In this research, by considering test efficiency and precision at the same time, we finally use point 1, point 2, and point 3 to get response signal, as seen in Figure 4 , which are 120 ∘ with each other and in the same cross section of the shell.
(3) Roughly Measure Each Natural Frequency of TCS without
Hard Coating. This step is mainly used to determine the sweep frequency range for step (4) (27) proposed by Torvik [26] , and he also points out that this sweep rate should always be validated by a comparison with results obtained at an even slower rate:
where is the sweep rate used in sine sweep test, expressed in Hz/s; , are the th natural frequency and modal damping ratio, respectively. The time domain signal involving the 5th natural frequency of the tested shell is showed in Figure 5 (a). If FFT processing technique is directly applied on this sweep signal, we can obtain its frequency spectrum, as seen in Figure 5(b) , and the frequency of the response peak is 1293.5 Hz. However, if the whole time of sweep signal can be divided into small segments and we conduct FFT on each segment of them (in this example, it is 1 s with respect to the whole time of 40 s), the resulting frequency spectrum, as seen in Figure 5 (c), is plotted through the combination of the response peaks of each segment (also treated with interpolation and smoothing); the frequency value related to the peak is 1292.0 Hz, which is truly accurate result of the 5th natural frequency. Therefore, for time-dependent sweep signal of TCS, it is necessary to use the small-segment FFT processing technique to accurately get frequency results.
(5) Measure Each Damping Ratio of TCS by Sliding-Envelope
Method. In the practical damping measurement, it is found that the half power bandwidth method can be a problem when the test object is the shell structure with much closed mode. For example, when the distance of response peaks between the two modes is too close, it is hard to find frequency values related to half power bandwidth points and then affect the accuracy of identifying damping [27] . Therefore, sliding-envelope method is proposed to test modal damping of TCS coated with or without hard coating [28] ; this test technique would firstly excite the structure system to reach resonance state corresponding to a certain mode, whose natural frequency is already obtained in step (4) . Then, after the resonance response is stable, we cut the excitation energy and record free attenuation signal at the same time. Finally, the modal damping ratio of the cylindrical shell structure can be identified with high accuracy by sliding-envelope method, which also contains the following data processing techniques, such as filtering, sliding-window processing, and envelope-fitting. Figure 6 gives the 3rd attenuation signal at measuring point 1 of TCS obtained by laser Doppler vibrometer; consequently the corresponding damping results can be obtained based the Matlab program. In the data processing we totally divide such attenuation signal into 6 slidingwindows and each time length of sliding-window is 0.1 s, and Figure 7 shows the parts of the attenuation envelope-curves of the 3rd damping obtained by sliding-envelope method.
(6) Measure Each Modal Shape of TCS by Laser Rotating Scanning Method.
Although experimental modal method can still be a frequently used technology to get modal shape of TCS, it often needs to constantly move the positions of the excitation or response points, which would lead to the problem of lower efficiency. Meanwhile, due to the uneven and insufficient excitation energy distributed on the TCS, the resulting modal shapes are sometimes dubious if the excitation points determined by this method are too few. In order to solve these problems, laser rotating scanning method is proposed to measure modal shapes of TCS coated with or without hard coating [29] ; this test technique would firstly employ one of natural frequencies of TCS obtained in step (4) to drive the shell under the resonance state. Then, use 45
∘ rotation mirror to complete 360 ∘ circumferential scan of one or two cross sections of the shell. Finally, load the scan signals manipulated after data-reduction process into the established experimental model; the modal shapes at certain mode can be drawn. Repeating the above substeps, we can finish the drawing of shapes results at other modes with higher efficiency and accuracy than the traditional shape test methods.
(7) Measure Random Vibration Response of TCS by Laser
Rotating Scanning Method. In the natural world, the random vibration environment is quite common, and vibration fatigues and damage of TCS are often induced by the random dynamic load. Therefore, it is of great importance in the academic and engineering fields to evaluate the random vibration response characteristics of TCS coated with or without hard coating. In this step, circumferential scan data of certain sections of the shell is firstly obtained based on the laser rotating scanning method, and consequently the following extracting method is proposed to get response data of TCS under random excitation.
Assuming represents the total number of the measuring points of TCS, which can meet a complete circumferential scan (usually ≥ 360), 0 = 0 represents the starting time corresponding to the first measuring point, and com represents the completed time of such circumferential scan, then the time gap between the two adjacent measuring points can be expressed as
At this moment, the concerned scanning time corresponding to the kth measuring points can be expressed as Then, the time width criterion which is mainly used for the extraction operation of laser scanning data can be established and expressed as
where Δ is the time width, is the diameter of laser point with the size of 1 mm∼5 mm, and V is the scanning rate of DC rotary motor with the range of 1 r/min∼2 r/min. It should be noted that usually the smaller the time width Δ , the more accurate the laser scanning data that can we get, but for the sake of convenient extraction, we also find out that Δ should not be less than 0.01 s; otherwise it will lead to much larger sampling frequency in the measurement, and that will occupy a large amount of disk space. Finally, based on the time width criterion, we can extract vibration response data corresponding to the different measuring points. For example, for = 1, that is, the 1st measuring points, we can use scanning time of 0 ∼ 0 + Δ as the time width. For = 2, . . . , − 1, that is, from the 2nd measuring points to the − 1th measuring points, we can extract vibration response data from the scanning time of −0.5Δ ∼ + 0.5Δ . For = , that is, the th measuring points, the scanning time of com − Δ ∼ com would be used as the time width for extraction operation.
In the measurement, we use the following random excitation spectrum, as seen in Figure 8 , whose total root mean square value is 0.45 g and its setting parameters are listed in Table 5 , and combine the self-designed Matlab program with the principle illustrated from (28) to (30); we can finally get random vibration response results of no coating TCS. Consequently, extract the time waveforms and power spectral density (PSD) functions at the measuring point 1, point 2, and point 3; by comparing with the corresponding results of coated TCS, we can know exactly whether or not the hard coating would reduce vibration of TCS.
Test Method for Phase II (1) Determine Constraint Boundary of Coated TCS by the Same Torque Tightening Used in Phase I and Measure the Vibration Parameters at the Same Positions of Measuring Points.
In order to ensure that the constraint boundary will not be changed when the TCS is unloaded from the clamping-ring for coating treatment, we must use the same torque tightening used in Phase I to effectively tighten eight M8 bolts of TCS with hard coating. Then, at the same positions of measuring points, we can carry out vibration parameters measurement, including natural frequencies, modal shapes, damping ratios, and vibration responses, so that the effect degree and trend of hard coating on the shell structure can be discovered.
(2) Accurately Measure Each Natural Frequency of Coated TCS under Different Excitation Levels. Good practice in our test series dictates that natural frequency of TCS with hard coating will decrease as the external excitation level increases, indicating some characteristics of "softened stiffness." If the test is carried out from the traditional sweep direction, that is, from low frequency to high frequency, the nonlinear jump phenomenon is very likely to occur, which will heavily affect the precise measurement of natural frequencies. Therefore, the test should be done from sweep direction of high frequency to low frequency. Besides, because sweep frequency ranges are already determined in step (3) of Phase I (when the shell is coated with hard coating, the changes of natural frequencies will always be there, but its varied degrees cannot exceed such sweep frequency range), so we only need to adjust the excitation levels and then employ the smallsegment FFT processing technique to accurately measure each natural frequency of coated TCS.
(3) Measure Each Damping Ratio of Coated TCS under Different Excitation Levels.
In the study on vibration measurement techniques on TCS, it is also found that damping parameters will change with the external excitation levels, and if the thickness of hard coating is larger, then the nonlinear damping influence would be more obvious. Therefore, similar to step (5) in Phase I, we firstly use the resulting natural frequencies obtained under different excitation levels in step (2) to excite the coated shell system to reach resonance state, and then based on the free attenuation signal, we can employ the sliding-window envelope method to identify damping results under different excitation levels.
(4) Measure Each Modal Shape of Coated TCS under Different
Excitation Levels. According to the related literature [30, 31] , hard coating material not only will affect natural frequency of TCS, but also may lead to the change of modal shape. Therefore, similar to step (6) in Phase I, we firstly use the resulting natural frequencies obtained under different excitation levels in step (2) to excite the coated shell system to reach resonance state, and then we can employ laser rotating scanning method to measure each modal shape of coated TCS under different excitation levels. 
Test Results of Vibration Parameters of TCS Coated with and without Hard Coating
In this section, based on the established experiment system in Section 3.1, natural frequencies, modal shapes, damping ratios, and vibration responses of TCS coated with and without hard coating are obtained by the proposed test method. Firstly in Phase I when the TCS is not coated with hard coating, several tightening torques are chosen to tighten eight M8 bolts in the preexperiment, and after the repeated comparisons and experiments, the torque value of 50 Nm is finally determined. Then, when the tested shell is well constrained, we use point 1, point 2, and point 3 to get response signal, which are 120 ∘ with each other and in the same cross section of the shell and the axial distance from this section to free end of TCS is about 3 mm. Next, the different sweep rates, such as 1 Hz/s, 2 Hz/s, and 4 Hz/s, are compared in the measurement, and the rate of 1 Hz/s is finally employed to accurately get natural frequencies by sine sweep excitation technique. At last, by using the sliding-envelope method and laser rotating scanning method, we can obtain frequencies, shapes, damping, and vibration response results of TCS with high accuracy and efficiency.
Then in Phase II when the TCS is coated with hard coating, we use the same torque tightening of 50 Nm to effectively tighten eight M8 bolts of the shell, and with the same test techniques in Phase I, we can get the corresponding vibration parameters at the same positions under different excitation levels, so that we can investigate nonlinear stiffness and damping properties of the shell coated with hard coating.
For Phase I, the following setups and parameters are chosen to get frequency and damping results: (I) the constant excitation level of 1 g; (II) sweep rate of 1 Hz/s; (III) frequency resolution of 0.5 Hz; (IV) Hanning window for sweep response signal with downward sweep direction; (V) frequency range of 0-2048 Hz. Besides, the following parameters are set to get mode shapes and vibration responses: (I) excitation level of 1 g to get shape data; (II) the total root mean square value of 0.45 g in the random excitation; (III) rectangular window for stable response signal with Hanning window for random signal; (IV) sampling frequency of 8192 Hz; (V) rotated scan speed of 2 r/min; (VI) random excitation time not less than 10 s.
For Phase II, coated TCS measurement, the setups are basically similar to the above parameters determined in Phase I except for the excitation levels, which need to be changed to measure the nonlinear stiffness and damping properties of the shell coated with hard coating. Because it is hard for vibration shaker to control large amplitude when the excitation frequencies are low (which would lead to overload phenomenon), the lower excitation levels such as 0.5 g, 1 g, 2 g,results. It should be noted that in the mode shape measurement, each mode shape is assembled from two sets of crosssectional scans, one is in the section which includes point 1, point 2, and point 3, and the other is about 25 mm to the clamped end of the shell, which is restricted by the height of DC rotary motor itself, but does not affect the test results when the number of axial half-waves = 1 (and represents the number of circumferential waves of TCS). Besides, in order to get good results, some viscoelastic rubber materials are applied to the joint surface between the vibration shaker, DC rotary motor, and the 45 ∘ rotation mirror to absorb and suppress the vibration transmission, but they are only effective when the lower excitation levels (e.g., 0.5 g, 1 g, 2 g, and 4 g) are used, so when the excitation levels become much larger, we cannot use laser rotating scanning method to get satisfactory shape results.
The first four natural frequency, damping, and shape results of cantilever cylindrical shell coated with and without hard coating under different excitation levels are listed in Tables 6, 8 , and 10, while the 5th to 8th results are listed in Tables 7, 9 , and 11, and in order to clearly describe the effect degree and trend of hard coating, the scattergrams of natural frequencies and damping ratios of the shell coated with and without hard coating under the excitation levels of 1 g, 2 g, and 4 g are also given, as shown in Figures 9 and 10 , Besides, Figures 11, 12, 13, and 14 give the random vibration responses results of cantilever cylindrical shell with and without hard coating at 3 measuring points, such as time waveforms and power spectrum density functions.
The Influence Analysis on the Vibration Characteristics of TCS with Hard Coating
In this section, on the basis of the measured results in Section 4, the influences of hard coating on natural frequencies, mode shapes, damping ratios, and vibration response of TCS are analyzed and discussed in detail.
(1) The Influence on Natural Frequencies of TCS. From Tables  6 and 7 and Figure 9 , the following can be found: (I) For the most modes of TCS under cantilever boundary condition, hard coating will result in the decrease of natural frequencies, but because the coating material is very thin, the decreased level is not very big, which is within the range of 0.1%∼2.4%, and this experimental conclusion agrees well with the calculated results obtained based on the theoretical model of coated TCS. (II) Hard coating will turn shell structure into a nonlinear system with variable stiffness under different excitation levels, and with the increase of excitation levels, the softened stiffness phenomenon is becoming more obvious. Taking the 2nd and 3rd natural frequencies, for example, they basically decrease from 1.3% to 2.4% compared with the ones under no coating state. (III) The increase of excitation level would also result in the decrease of high order natural frequencies, but the decreased degree is very small. Taking the 7th and 8th natural frequencies, for example, the maximum of the decreased frequency results is about 0.2%∼0.3% compared with the ones without coating. Therefore, it can be concluded that high order natural frequencies are less affected by hard coating than the other frequency results.
Because we have calculated the resulting natural frequencies of TCS under the two coating states by the self-written Matlab program in Section 2.2, here we also compare these calculated frequency results with the measured ones (for the coating state, the results under 1 g level are used), as seen in the Table 12 , and in order to explain them clearly, Figure 15 gives the relation curves of the measured and calculated natural frequencies of cantilever cylindrical shell with and without hard coating. From Tables 3 and 12 , we can find out that the theoretically calculated natural frequencies are higher than the measured results, which indeed contain some calculation errors yet are still within the acceptable range of 1.2%∼5.2%. The reasons for that errors may come from (I) inaccurate material parameters for both the shell and hard coating; (II) the errors of support stiffness in theoretical model; (III) the actual nonlinear stiffness and damping effects between the coating and the metal substrate; (IV) complex boundary conditions of the shell which are difficult to simulate in the theoretical model.
Although the calculated frequency results are inaccurate, we can still make good use of their changing trends. From the relation curves of the measured and calculated frequency results in Figure 15 , we can discover that with the increase of modal order of cantilever cylindrical shell hard coating will be less able to influence its natural frequencies. For example, the 7th and 8th frequencies results under coating 14 Shock and Vibration Tables 8  and 9 and Figure 10 , the following can be found: (I) Hard coating will turn shell structure into a nonlinear system with variable damping under different excitation levels, and for some modes of TCS, the damping ratios damping will be increased obviously. For example, the 1st and 2nd damping results under the excitation level of 1 g can increase from 111.5% to 182.4% compared with the ones under no coating state, but contrary to our expectations, the damping effects of coated TCS are not proportional to the increased excitation levels; for example, the damping of the 1st, the 2nd, and the 5th mode is inclined to fall instead of increase. (II) For most modes of TCS, its damping will be increased by hard coating. However, for a small part of modes of TCS, the damping results will be decreased compared with the ones under no coating state, and the decreased degrees are within the range of 4%∼36.7%. (III) There seem to be some uncertainties about the damping effects of coated TCS, and with the increase of excitation levels, damping effects are becoming weak, especially for high order damping ratios of the shell, such as the 7th and the 8th damping results; the largest decreased degree can reach 21.1%∼36.7%. It should be noted that there might exist some inaccuracies in the damping results due to the influence of constraint boundary of the shell as well as the complexity of damping mechanism of the shell itself, but the above conclusions remind us that in order to make better use of this coating material, we must carefully choose the concerned antivibration frequency range of the shell; otherwise it may lead to some negative effects. From Tables 10  and 11 , the following can be found: (I) When the thickness of hard coating is less than 0.31 mm (at this time, the related thickness ratio between the coating and the substrate is about 0.16), although different excitation levels are used in the mode shapes test, the shape results of the shell with hard coating cannot be easily changed. (II) According to the test experience, it is very likely that the shape results of cantilever cylindrical shell with hard coating will eventually be changed once the thickness of hard coating or the thickness ratio rises beyond a certain value, and thus the variations of frequency and damping results of TCS with hard coating will become more complicated. Comparing the measured PSD functions at three measuring points under the same random excitation, the response peaks of the coated TCS are also lower than that of TCS without hard coating in most of the frequency points, so it can be further confirmed that hard coating can indeed play an important role in vibration reduction. However, in the frequency range of 1500 Hz∼2000 Hz, especially near the frequency of 2000 Hz, the response peaks of the coated TCS become larger than the ones without coating, and combining the measured high order damping ratios, such as the 7th and the 8th damping results, it can be found out that the damping effects of hard coating on the higher frequency range of the shell are weak and ineffective.
Conclusions
This research has investigated the influence on vibration characteristics of cantilever cylindrical shell with hard coating experimentally, and the theoretical model of TCS with hard coating is also established to roughly master vibration characteristics of shell structure. Based on the calculated and experimental results, the following conclusions can be drawn:
(1) Hard coating will turn shell structure into a nonlinear system with variable stiffness and damping under different excitation levels, and for the most modes of cantilever cylindrical shell, hard coating will result in the decrease of natural frequencies, but the decreased level is not very big, which is within the range of 0.1%∼ 2.4%. Beside, as the hard coating material is very thin, the mode shapes of the shell cannot be easily changed by such coating.
(2) For some modes of cantilever cylindrical shell, hard coating will increase their damping obviously, while for a small part of modes of the shell, hard coating will decrease the damping results, which is within the range of 4%∼36.7%. Besides, with the increase of excitation levels, damping effects of hard coating are becoming weak, especially for high order damping ratios of the shell.
(3) Hard coating can play an important role in vibration reduction of cantilever cylindrical shell based on the measured random vibration response data in time and frequency domain, respectively. But it is found out that its damping effects on the higher frequency range of the shell are weak and ineffective. Therefore, in order to make better use of this coating material, we must carefully choose the concerned antivibration frequency range of the shell; otherwise it may lead to some negative effects. (A.1)
